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Private sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU) is Uganda’s 
apex body for the private sector made up of 240 Business 
Associations, Corporate bodies and the major Public 
Sector Agencies that support private sector growth. Since 
its founding in 1995, PSFU has served as a focal point for 
private sector advocacy as well as capacity building and 
continues to sustain a positive dialogue with Government on 
behalf of the private sector. PSFU is also Government’s 
implementation partner for several projects and programmes 
aimed at strengthening the private sector as an engine of 
economic growth in Uganda.

PSFU's competitiveness agenda is driven by the urge to 
increase private investments and productivity. These two 
are supported by a robust business environment that attracts 
and protects investment capital. The  business  environment  
is  better  where  there  is: effective  government,  efficient  
markets,  and  strong human development. The Ugandan 
private sector appreciates the Government of Uganda is 
moving steadfast to establish such an environment and both 
local and Foreign Direct Investments have taken advantage 
of the stable business environment. 

The foundation is also the focal point for the East African 
Business Council and the COMESA Business council. Using 
this platform, PSFU has spearheaded the Trade Policy and 
Trade Development agenda on behalf of the Uganda 
business community, directly engaging with regional policy 
platforms.

Key Mandate

PRIVATE SECTOR 
FOUNDATION UGANDA (PSFU)

ABOUT

Core Values

Mission

Vision

To be the apex body championing 
inclusive and sustainable private 
sector development

To enhance business growth and 
competitiveness for sustainable 
wealth creation and shared 
value.

• Team work
• Customer Focus
• Excellence
• Transparency/Integrity 

• Strengthening PSFU Institutional 
structures

• To ensure a business environ-
ment that is conducive for 
sustainable enterprise growth

• To support members, build their 
capacity for global business 
competitiveness

PSFU was recognised for examplary 
performance in promoting BUBU Campaign 
during the BUBU Expo & Award ceremony
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PSFU pays courtsey visit to our 
member NUCAFE



During the year, PSFU implemented and 
completed its 3-year strategic plan where we 
worked with our membership to implement a 
sector model that has now improved and 
targeted service delivery to all our members. 
This sector based structure has been extremely 
useful in involving our members in policy 
dialogue and legal reforms, while at the same 
time defining members’ needs and effectively 
addressing them. I want to thank all members 
that have committed time and finances to 
support PSFU towards fulfilling its mission, as 
well as those that have always taken part in our 
policy discussions both physically and through 
online platforms. Many of you members have 
also come with us and supported our policy 
engagements including pushing for business 
legislations through Parliament. I thank you and 
continue to ask you for more cooperation.

First, I welcome you 
all to our 23rd 
Annual General 
Meeting and thank 
you for setting aside 
time to be part of this 
meeting. I want to 
particularly welcome 

our esteemed partners that have increasingly 
put effort to support and grow our nascent 
private sector. I refer in particular to 
Government Ministries and Agencies, as well as 
our other development partners. We highly 
value your commitment to the private sector in 
Uganda. My Board and I, have spent the last 3 
years developing and implementing strategies 
and partnerships that support enterprises 
growth, while championing dialogue with 
government and developing partners to help 
deliver a business environment that we can all 
be able to compete in. On behalf of the Board of 
Directors of PSFU therefore, allow me present 
to you, our report for the year 2018/19.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

INTRODUCTION

Strategic Plan 2016/2019
Our 3-year plan has been running under the theme 
“Technology-driven solutions, collaboration and 
innovation to deliver competitiveness " with clear 
focus on strengthening our partnerships and 
collaboration with not only the private sector, but 
development partners including the Government 
of Uganda. The plan was reviewed & appraised. 
Below, are some of the major achievements over 
the 3 years;

PSFU is now directly present in 88 
districts of Uganda with various BDS 
products being offered with special focus 
on Job Creation & innovation

Like the previous strategic plan, the next 
one will be founded on shared value & 
social business principles. Today’s 
challenges of fast population growth, 
climate change and building social capital 
must be addressed beyond profits. Our 
Current focus is to improve livelihoods 
and competitiveness by increasing the 
number of investments, jobs, incomes, 
and exports. It is this approach that will 
stimulate local demand to support 
industry. PSFU is currently offering this 
through;

A structured approach to support firms 
using our lead firm model, and working 
through the 11 Sectors.

Job Creation & innovation

Promotion of shared value 
& social business

Internship placements for 1,500 
students across 85 companies have 
been done to help bridge the skills gap

40,000 cra�smen & artisans have been 
enrolled for various skilling programmes 
across the Country

PSFU has worked with various Public 
Universities to establish business 
Incubation centres while strengthening 
our relations with UIRI and the Makerere 
University Faculty of Food Science to offer 
incubation particularly for enterprises in 
the agribusiness sector.

These initiatives are helping to increase the number of 
jobs and the level of entrepreneurship across SMEs and 
have been the foundation for the next Strategic Plan 
2020-2025. I thank members that participated in the 
needs surveys that have informed the design of the new 
strategy. Our focus again in the coming 5 years is to 
unleash the potential for job creation, income growth 
and the drive for exports. All these must be driven by 
the private sector.

A Sector-Based Approach
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Closure of Rwanda Boarder: PSFU engaged the 
relevant persons and ministries to discuss the 
closure of the border and its effects on Uganda’s 
economy particularly on industrialisation and job 
creation. 

Because of this closure, many of our industries have 
been operating at less than 50% capacity. Coupled 
with the limited trade, Ugandan businesses have 
lost nearly Shs 178b since February 2019. Up 
north, the markets in South Sudan are still 
challenging on account of insecurity and the very 
slow compensation mechanisms for traders that had 
earlier entered this market. To the western side, 
while the DRC market can provide alternative, the 
health issues continue to undermine business and 
trade across the border.  PSFU through our 
advocacy channels shall continue to engage 
government on this.

This year, Uganda gained 11 places from 127 
to 116 out of 190 countries according to the 
World Bank Cost of doing business competi-
tiveness ranking 2019. The improvement has 
been largely on account of improved market 
efficiency and macro-economic stability. These 
however are on the external side of the firm and 
there is a lot of need for us to improve certifica-
tion of standards, skills training, technology 
application, startups and incubation as well as 
compliance with regulations. 

As private sector, we must always identify 
areas that need reform and urge government 
to continuously work with us to build resilient 
and supportive economic conditions. This is 
where we need your full commitment and 
involvement as members of PSFU.

The Uganda Bureau of Statistic (UBOS) 
rebased the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
using the 2016/17 base year which revealed 
that the size of Uganda’s economy is now 
Shs122.6 trillion. This translates into 6.5 per 
cent growth for the financial year 2018/19. In 
general terms our economy presents the 
opportunities that we as private sector can tap 
into to build sustainable investments across all 
sectors but most especially in Agriculture and 
Tourism. Issues around land tenure 
security/ownership, markets development, 
access to affordable credit, still pose serious 

The challenging markets

6.5%
FY 2018-19

122.6
Trillion

GDP

Agric Output

Commodity
Prices

Towards the end of last FY, 
agriculture registered significant 
increases in the levels of output 
especially in products such as 
grain, poultry (eggs) among others. 

Rwanda Uganda

178b
Since Feb 2019

Traders lost

Closure of
Rwanda-Uganda 
Border

While private sector credit has 
grown by about 2%, the general 
lending rates are still 
uncompetitive in the range of 20 – 
24%. Exchange rate has 
continued to depreciate on 
account of improved global 
performance vis a vis Uganda's weak 
export capacity. 
Fuel prices increased by 100 
shillings per liter over the year 
thereby increasing the cost of 
production and distribution. While 
the Bank of Uganda monetary policy 
has helped to stabilise inflation, the 
long term solution is built in 
supporting the fiscal side to increase 
production and productivity while 
stimulating local demand. 

$ Strong
Dollar

Fuel Price Increase
100
Shs

20-22%
High
Interest Rates
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Uganda’s Competitiveness ranking

challenges for the private sector but various 
initiatives are being undertaken to address these 
challenges. Some of these include, the land amendment 
bill, the BUBU policy and the NSSF amendment bill to 
provide for long-term savings and therefore lowering 
lending rates. I want to invite all of us to support 
government through these reforms.

A new value proposition (Offering Value beyond the 
current mandate of policy advocacy and business 
development). PSFU is now handling firms to help 
them appreciate market requirements and work 
towards them. This is already happening in the 
beef, diary, coffee, poultry, horticulture, grain and 
the fish sectors

Building partnerships and collaboration (with 
Government & Development partners)

Innovations/linkages within business models – 
creating efficiency

SOME REFLECTIONS ON 
THE UGANDAN ECONOMY 



PERFORMANCE OF THE BOARD
OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS

Our Board of Directors has served its term quite 
diligently with utmost commitment to ensure 
that members’ concerns are effectively 
addressed through the respective sectors and 
the Board committees both on Policy and 
Projects. They have o�en offered oversight for 
the various events, projects and programmes 
managed at PSFU. Please join me to thank them 
most sincerely.

More than 80 business associations have been 
trained in governance and accountability practices. 
A sizable number of them are now able to secure 
funding to manage their businesses and 
serve their members better. On this note 
let me urge all our member associations 
to observe utmost good governance and 
accountability. Only then shall your 
businesses attract more partnerships and 
collaborations.
A needs assessment is done annually to 
guide on service delivery and below are 
some key results from last year’s survey.

Board Committees 

Our 4 committees have done a tremendous job in 
guiding the Board to fulfil its oversight 
responsibilities. These committees have advised 
and guided management in many ways including 
financial sustainability, policy engagements/
dialogue, business development and trainings for 
firms and associations, as well as effective 
partnership development. My appreciation to 
members that have steered forward this cause.

The key achievements of the board through the 
last 3 years are enormous and have positively 
impacted our membership growth, partnerships 
development and financial sustainability. Below are 
some of the major highlights by function.

Board is now constituted by sectors and revisions 
have been made in the memorandum and articles 
of association to reflect this. It was intended that 
this creates efficiency in addressing member 
concerns at sector level.

All staff have been put on performance based 
contracts with appraisals undertaken regularly

Governance Manuals have been developed/
updated (Procurement, Human Resource, Finance)

Board Charter has been developed 

Some Value
for Money

Alittle Value
for Money

Audit Finance

Projects

PSFU
Board

Commitees

Policy
Advocacy

Subscription Fee
VS Value Derived
from PSFU

How does the cost of PSFU’s annual 
subscription fee compare with the
value you derive from PSFU?

Indicate the level of satisfaction that you
think PSFU has achieved in the following
areas for the Private Sector in Uganda

Not Enough
Value for Money

More Value
than you would 
expect 
for Money

A lot of Value
for Money

$

Policy Advocacy

Business Development

Project Management

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied
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Association Governance Trainings

1

2

4

5

6

7

Governance updates 
through the last 3 Years

MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
AND CAPACITY BUILDING 

Fellow members, growth and deepening of our 
membership is a core mandate of PSFU and 
through the year, we were able to increase our 
membership from 220 to 242 during last year, up 
from 168 in 2013. PSFU has also supported the 
formation of 33 associations across the various 
sectors and is now vetting their capacities to 
become members of PSFU.

PSFU has successfully implemented 2 strategic plans 
over the period.
Consistent excellent accountability demonstrated by 
clean audit reports every year being issued by 
independent auditors



Last year, 3 Subsidized Member based 
trainings were organised in the following 
areas; Procurement, Taxation and 
financial management. 

These were very well attended and I want to 
encourage all members to take part in these 
trainings each time they are organised.

All our new members have been well inducted, trained 
and are being involved in the various PSFU activities 
including sector work. Let me take this opportunity to 
welcome all those that joined us through the year and 
urge them to get involved in delivering PSFU’s 
mandate. Among the new members, are; ROKO 
Construction, Mehta Group of Companies, UMOSTA 
and Safe Boda

Membership retention continues to remain at 100%. 
This has been on account of PSFU's varied range of 
services. Our secretariat has made several visits to 
member associations and companies to assess the 
environment and challenges being faced and to use 
these to influence sector positions. Among the 
members visited include; SPEDAG, SCOUL, NUCAFE, 
UCIFA, Fabrication Systems, Pearl Diaries, Uganda 
Crane Creameries Association, Masaka  Cooperative 
Union, Tembo Steels, SHUMUK and Nile Breweries Ltd.

PSFU has re-established itself on 
sectors as the pillars for policy 
engagement and advocacy. Policy 
advocacy is now more effective 
because we are basing our policy 
consultations through sectors and 
not associations. 
As a result, the latest National 
budget 2018/19 had up to 82% of 
PSFU policy proposals taken up. 

New Members of PSFU

Membership Retention 
and Member Visits

UMOSTA

Roko

MEHTA

Safeboda

PSFU
Conducted
Member
Visits

100%
Member
Retention
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Through our sector engagements we have
engaged Government on the strategies,
policies, regulations and bills required to
support private sector operations. Some of
these have been assented to and they include,
Finance act 2019, Security Interest in 
movable Property Act 2019, Cooperatives 
law 2019 and Investment Code Act 2019. 
Other critical bills that have been passed by 
Parliament include, Coffee Bill 2019, 
Landlord/ Tenants Bill 2019, National 
Geographical Indications Bill 2019, National 
Graduate Scheme Bill 2019. We have also 
presented our position on the NSSF Amend-
ments Bill 2019, Local Content Bill 2019, 
Counterfeits Bill, etc and are awaiting the 
decisions of Parliament. Instrumentally contrib-
uted to the development of the NDPIII of which 
a specific objective has now been created, 
review of the Tourism act 2018, National 
Trade policy, development of the Agriculture 
Sector Strategic Plan 2019 and the develop-
ment of the strategy for Financial Sector 
Development. PSFU will continue to dialogue 
with Government to ensure that all necessary 
policies and laws are enacted.

At the regional level PSFU continues to
strengthen its footprint as the national
focal point for EABC and COMESA
Business Council (CBC). Through our
regional collaborations, 2 trainings were
carried out, one with EABC and ITC on
export readiness to the EU and the other 
with COMESA on Local Source
Procurement (LSP) with special focus on
Horticulture value chains.

82%

Proposals 
taken up

I thank the members for your deep
involvement. PSFU is now transitioning to
sector platforms for wider stakeholder
engagements, and our collaboration with
TMEA has helped the Transport and
Logistics Sector transition to a fully-fledged
platform which has among others 
developed a National Logistics Strategy.

5 other sectors are now in the pipeline
and we expect that with strengthened
partnerships, all sectors will transition into
platforms that involves much wider range of
sector stakeholders. Indeed, the sector
approach has greatly helped to broaden
private sector participation in policy
formulation, budget planning, lobbying and
advocacy. I strongly encourage members to
attend sector meetings and participate in
formulating policy positions.

BUSINESS RELATED LEGISLATIONS

POLICY ADVOCACY THROUGH 
THE SECTOR BASED APPROACH



PROJECTS ATTRACTED TO PSFU

Collaboration with the World Bank

KEY BUSINESS MISSIONS
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Dear members, several projects have been 
attracted to PSFU to support our membership 
and the broader private sector. From a mere 2 
development partners (the World Bank and 
the UNDP in 1995) we are now working with 
diversified projects and several other partners 
in addition to the World Bank (CEDP, SDF, 
ERT/UCSSEP) and UNDP. 

These include, the European Union, DFID, the 
Global Alliance on Improved Nutrition (GAIN), the 
ADB Project on Higher Education, Science and 
Technology (HEST), UNICEF, UNCDF and Centenary 
Bank. 

• The establishment of the Credit Reference Bureau 
to help reduce the risk of lending

• The establishment of the Financial Card through 
the Financial Sector Deepening programme (PSDP)

• Establishment of the Central depository at the 
Uganda Securities Exchange

• The standardization project was implemented with 
UNBS to improve product certification

Throughout the last 5 years, PSFU has been 
managing the $100m CEDP and among the key 
achievements so far include the following;

• The establishment of the Land Information Centre 
to ease land registration 

• The construction of 16 Ministerial Zonal Offices 
(land offices) to ease land search and verification

• Automation of the Business registry at URSB which 
has led to an annual private sector cost saving in 
excess of US$300 Million.

Over the last couple of years, PSFU has 
facilitated several business missions during 
which Memoranda of Understanding were 
signed to strengthen business, trade and 
investments. These include; The Uganda-South 
Korea, the Turkish-Uganda, the Uganda India, 
The Czech-Uganda, the Qatar-Uganda, the 
Saudi-Uganda and South Africa-Uganda 
Business forums. 

Lately, we are now partnering with the 
MasterCard Foundation to create jobs and 
opportunities for the young people 
through the Young Africa Works (YAW) 
Strategy. This demonstrates the trust that 
GoU and our several other development 
partners have continued to put in PSFU, 
but it is also a challenge on our part to 
always ensure we meet their expectations.

My assurance to our members and 
partners is that PSFU has developed and 
maintained systems that facilitate proper 
governance and management for all the 
resources entrusted to it. 

This is in addition to the strengthened cooperation 
within EAC and COMESA to promote trade and 
investments across the region. Business deals were 
negotiated during these forums in sectors such as 
construction, manufacturing, health and trade. 
Markets have opened up for 
Ugandan Businesses and I take 
this opportunity to thank all 
members that have 
participated in these forums 
and further encourage you to 
continue taking part in these 
missions.

The objective in managing all these projects is to; 
help build firm capacities, develop human resource 
capacities, improve access to business finance, build 
efficiency in energy use, enhance partnerships, 
support institutional and legal frameworks as well as 
build infrastructure to facilitate business. While the 
detailed reports about each of the projects will be 
found in our annual report, let me briefly make some 
key highlights on each of the collaborations we have 
had. 

UNBS
STANDARDIZATION
PROJECT

URSB
BUSINESS REGISTRY

During the COMESA source 21 in Nairobi, PSFU 
members’ products and services were promoted. 
I thank the members that are representing the Uganda 
private sector on the Boards of EABC and COMESA.

• Fast tracking of the passing of 13 key business legislations

• Construction of the Uganda Business facilitation Centre (UBFC) in Kololo (to host the One Stop Centre)

• Construction of the Uganda Hotel and Tourism Training Institute (UHTTI) to train and upgrade skills in the 
tourism and hospitality sector



The GAIN Project
Through collaboration with GAIN 
international, 7 industries have so far 
registered under the food fortification 
programme. Initial focus for this project is on. 

Cente SUPA Woman
Under the Cente Supa Woman programmes 
supported by Centenary bank, a total of 
nearly 12,000 SMEs largely driven by youths 
and women, were trained in financial literacy, 
business planning, tax planning, 
procurement, market access and 
standardization. 
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Early Steps Programme 
PSFU established the Early steps Programme to 
mobilise the private sector towards investing in 
Early Childhood Development (ECD). The 
programme has progressed well and to date 
more than 60 companies are investing directly 
in children under 5 years with special attention 
on Nutrition, healthcare and early learning. 
I want to encourage us all to promote this 
principle of shared value and support the 
development of a valuable future labour force.

Throughout the last 5 years, PSFU has been 
managing the $100m CEDP and among the key 
achievements so far include the following;

• The establishment of the Land Information Centre 
to ease land registration 

• The construction of 16 Ministerial Zonal Offices 
(land offices) to ease land search and verification

• Automation of the Business registry at URSB which 
has led to an annual private sector cost saving in 
excess of US$300 Million.

Participants during one of the 
cente supawoman trainings

• Fast tracking of the passing of 13 key business legislations

• Construction of the Uganda Business facilitation Centre (UBFC) in Kololo (to host the One Stop Centre)

• Construction of the Uganda Hotel and Tourism Training Institute (UHTTI) to train and upgrade skills in the 
tourism and hospitality sector



TradeMark East Africa (TMEA) signed a partnership agreement worth USD 650,000 
with Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU) to address challenges in transport 
and logistics such as infrastructure, transport policy & regulation, licensing, fees and 
other obstacles along the Northern Corridor effectively absorbing the National 
Logistics Platform. 

PSFU is implementing the NDC Country Support 
Programme on Climate Change in partnership with the 
Ministry of Water and Environment. This partnership 
(worth USD 84,000) draws support from the National 
Planning Authority and the Ministry of Finance focused on 
delivering component 4 i.e “Enhancing Private Sector 
Engagement in Climate Action”. This engagement is intend-
ed to support the private sector to develop climate 
mitigation and adaptation mechanisms within their opera-
tions thus contributing to sustainable production and 
consumption.

a

b

c

PARTNERSHIPS NEGOTIATED 
DURING THE YEAR

PSFU in partnership with GAIN handed over WYD Iodine 
kits to UNBS; UIRI; NARO & Government Analytical 
Laboratory to ensure that salt imported is checked to confirm 
its level of iodine. The project is helping to support and 
promote food fortification.

Gideon Badagawa 
Executive Director 
PSFU hands over 
Iodine kit machines 
to UNBS. This 
initiative was 
supported by GAIN

Private sector players during 
the NDC Climate Change 
symposium

TMEA PSFU Sign partnership to 
support the PSFU National Logistics 
Platform
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The private sector has so far presented 2 Goal Ambas-
sadors; for Goal 5 and Goal 8 and call upon members to 
identify yourselves as potential champions for the rest 
of the Goals. In addition, PSFU is together with UNDP 
implementing the Spotlight initiative which aims at 
addressing issues of Gender Based Violence at the 
workplace. To this end I thank the UNDP for the fast 
evolving partnership and especially for the results 
already being realised. 

PSFU is jointly implementing the NDC programme with 
UNDP and the Ministry of Water and Environment. 
Climate Change poses one of the biggest challenge of 
our time and this collaboration is helping the private 
sector to understand the potential impact of climate 
change, develop mitigation measures particularly by 
upscaling green investments. About 87 medium-to- 
large sized enterprises are already participating in this 
programme. A Climate Action Challenge Grant for 
private sector companies has been established for this 
purpose.

Through our collaboration with the UNDP, 41 Ugandan 
companies have signed on to the GES Cert programme 
that is intended to improve productivity in the 
workplaces by promoting work life balance and gender 
equality as well as eliminate gender pay gaps. The latest 
to sign on to this commitment has been the Stanbic 
bank Ltd.A series of training programmes have been 
arranged and facilitated by PSFU and UNDP.I want to 
urge companies that have not yet signed on this 
programme to find value in doing so in order to open up 
for future partnerships and productivity. International 
markets are beginning to pay a lot of attention on how 
we espouse these SDGs particularly Goal 5 in our work 
environments. 

The Government of Uganda (GoU)

Collaboration with the UNDP:

The Nationally Determined Contribution

Implementation of the Gender Equality 
Seal (GES) Certification programme

Collaboration with the World Bank

HIGHLIGHTS ON THE CONTINUED 
COLLABORATION WITH OUR KEY PARTNERS

A well functioning
micro-economy

Processing Marketing

Therefore, business 
development is as 
important as policy, 
regulatory and legal 
formulations. To this 
end, PSFU and the 
GoU through MFPED 
have agreed on 
various business 
models that will be 
implemented in 
support of value chain 
development. 

Members may be aware that 
the World Bank is one of the 
key development partners that 
support the competitiveness of 
the private sector in Uganda 
and continue to offer several products aimed at 
enhancing private enterprise capacities. These range 
from institutional capacity building, Business 
Development Support, to the promotion of public 
private sector dialogue. 

Currently PSFU is leading implementation of one 
project (CEDP) supported by the World bank and 
the government of Uganda, but also participat-
ing as implementing partner in 3 other projects 
i.e the Skills Development Facility (SDF), Uganda 
Clean Cooking Supply Chain Expansion Project 
(UCCSCEP) and Energy for Rural Transformation 
(ERT3) -all funded by the World Bank. The key 
results of these projects have been given 
elsewhere in this report.

PSFU has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the United 
Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) committing Uganda's 
private sector to the implementa-
tion of Agenda 2030on sustainable 
development. This programme is 
about effective delivery of the 17 
SDGs by 2030 and PSFU has 
committed Uganda’s private sector 
towards this realisation. 

Achievement of the
17 UNDP SDGs 
by 2030

1

2

3

The models presented by PSFU to Government 
have ample focus on backward integration and the 
promotion of Agro-Industry Linkages. As a result, for 
the medium term, Government has themed the 
budget strategy on Agro-led Industrialisation. 

We have now mirrored our 11 sector working groups 
with those in Government and increasingly involving 
you our members in policy discussions and the 
budget process as it unfolds. I urge members to 
intensify your participation through sector reviews to 
have impact on public policy and influence decision 
making in government. 

The GoU is our cardinal 
partner as they provide the 
framework and environ-
ment within which we 
operate. Through the year, 
we were able to engage 
government at various 
levels of authority. 
Government and the 
private sector have agreed 
that macroeconomic 
stability can only be a 
derivative of a well-func-
tioning micro economy i.e. 
households, firms and the 
industry. 
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PSFU has continued to collaborate with various 
development partners, the Government of Uganda 
and Corporate Agencies in the pursuit for business 
growth. Some of the collaborations are as follows:

(a)

(b)



PSFU is implementing one of the components under the Development Initiative for Northern Uganda. 
This component, the START is focused on supporting agri-enterprises develop value chains and enhance 
market access through improved access to business capital, technology and market information. The overall 
objective for this project is to consolidate stability, poverty and food security in Northern Uganda as well as 
strengthen the foundations for sustainable and inclusive socio-economic development. The Programme covers 
33 districts in Northern Uganda.

The Government of Uganda, Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU) and European Union partnered to 
promote private sector investment in order to spur sustainable economic growth and decent jobs in line with 
the Africa-EU Alliance for sustainable investments and jobs. To this end, the project “EU and Uganda Private 
Investments” initiated a Public-Private Dialogue under which stakeholders prioritized Skills & Attitude, Govern-
ance and Corruption and Access to Finance as roadblocks to investment. This dialogue launched the EU-Uganda 
Roadmap to improved business climate whose implementation has already began. I thank members that 
participated in the formulation of the Roadmap and are continuing to participate in implementation of this 
initiative. 

PSFU has secured funding from the Mastercard Foundation. The 
amount, intervention, duration and targets will be confirmed once the 
Mastercard Foundation has officially confirmed its investment in the 

PSFU was contracted by the Ministry of Education and Sports to provide technical 
assistance to the eight government Universities and Higher Education Institutions to 
establish business incubation centres (BIC). This was intended to align research and 
training to the needs of commerce and industry. By October 2019, the Makerere Universi-
ty Business Incubation and Innovation Centre had already been fully established and 
functional. The MUBS BIC is well equipped and has brought two ideas to successful 
commercialisation with 8 direct jobs created. The remaining seven BICs are all partially 
functional with functionality ranging from 75% to 90%. PSFU is confident that a�er 
commissioning of machinery and equipment which is under installation all BICS will be 
fully functional.

Collaboration with the European Union/UNCDF under the START programme.

Partnership with European Union

Partnership with MasterCard Foundation

Implementation of the ADB Supported HEST project 

3

4

5

6
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All these are meant to 
support the growth of 
MSMEs through training, 
technology learning and 
application as well as 
market access including 
standards training.

START Inagural Board meeting

EU PSFU Consultative meetings 
on corruption & governance challenge



Dear Members, like other business manage-
ment organisations, financial sustainability 
remains a challenge for PSFU. We now have 
established a business unit to address 
member challenges while 
at the same time 
generate revenue for 
the foundation. 
As Board we have 
charged management 
under the current 
strategic plan to take this 
seriously. PSFU has also distinguished itself 
in project management and we expect to 
continue doing this as part of our sustaina-
bility plan. However, let me remind you that 
business organisations that succeed have 
their members’ support their financial 
sustainability and PSFU will always come 
back to you members for your support. PSFU 
has further enhanced revenues from 
contributory activities such as; the capacity 
building and training programmes, the 
Business Directory and the trade facilitation 
exhibition. I take this opportunity to call 
upon our members to always meet your 
obligations under the annual subscriptions. 
PSFU has obtained clean audit reports 
across all units audited during the year.

The Board’s plan for the future is focused 
on delivering our Strategic Plan, which has 
been founded on members’ needs 
assessment, GoU strategy for the next 5 
years under NDPIII and the Private Sector 
Development Strategy (PSDS). 

With a dedicated Board and staff I have no 
doubt that we shall manage and meet 
members' expectations as they fall due. 
Our plea to all members is that we pull 
together to make impact not only in 
business and advocacy but to be of value 
to society.

Through these Projects and programmes we 
have supported SMEs to increase their 
capacity for Job creation, Sales and Exports. 

Under the MGF/CEDP, PSFU support to 
ICT/BPO contributed to 46.2% (586 – 857) 
increase in new jobs created, 

Export sales improved from UGX. 2.3Billion 
to UGX. 5.7Billion and 167 direct beneficiar-
ies (2,697 indirect including 796 women), 

Fisheries had 979 direct beneficiaries with 
1,789 new jobs (25% women), 8.7% increase 
in export sales and 43% increment in domes-
tic sales revenue (total sales UGX415Billion), 

Tourism saw a 12.7% increment in domestic 
sales (from UGX. 10 Billion to UGX. 18 
Billion) and from UGX. 46.8Billion to UGX. 
53.7Billion in export sales, beneficiaries 
included 5,802 males and 4,323 females. 
228 new jobs were created during the 
intervention reflecting a 13.4% increase in 
permanent jobs and 33% in temporary 
employment under the sub sector. 

Agribusiness saw a total of 171,332 
beneficiaries supported with a grant total of 
US$1,016,455. The total component 
contribution to private sector development 
amounted to $2.85Million dollars.

Earlier, under the BUDS-DFID, PSFU 
supported SMEs in Northern Uganda to 
acquire BDS and technological support 
including equipment and machinery valued 
at £4,678,372. This support resulted into 
58,233 new jobs including 2004 direct and 
56,229 seasonal/temporary jobs.   Under the 
BUDS-PSCP, 839 firms had also received 
matching grants totaling $3.9Million to 
undertake various activities including quality 
certification & standards, financial training & 
book keeping, market research, branding & 
promotions, business management, MIS, etc. 
This support contributed to the creation of 
29,000 jobs in the SMEs bracket.

The Board of PSFU, through its Projects Committee 
has strengthened oversight of these projects to ensure 
they optimally benefit the business community and I 
am sure most of you members have either directly or 
indirectly benefited from these projects.

UGX

SUSTAINABILITY OF 
PSFU

OUR PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
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HOW THESE PROJECTS HAVE 
BENEFITED THE PRIVATE SECTOR 
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Fellow members, the achievements I have outlined above are a result of your dedication, perseverance and 
hard work. I thank you all for supporting us as a team and choosing to work together. I also thank the 
Government of Uganda for the increased responsiveness to private sector submissions and am further grateful 
that this level of Public Private Partnership has continued to deliver a fairly good business environment. This 
notwithstanding, we still have a lot to do together to deliver competitiveness. I thank the Development 
Partners and those corporate members that have always offered support each time we organise activities and 
events that reinforce private sector capacities to sustain markets. We highly value your support. 

Finally let me thank you members for 
your commitment to PSFU that has 
enabled us to deliver on our mandate 
but also for supporting the various PSFU 
activities through your respective 
sectors.
On behalf of the Board I wish to thank 
our Advisory Council for the guidance 
and as well the Management and Staff 
for the unwavering support and 
dedication. My best wishes to all of you 
for a revitalising festive season and a 
profiting new year 2020. I thank you for 
laying confidence in me and my Board 
colleagues to serve you.

For God and my Country.

Patrick Bitature 
CHAIRMAN 

APPRECIATION

Board members a�er a strategic planning retreat

Chairman Patrick Bitature together 
with Mrs. Ida Wanendeya (Member 
PSFU Advisory Committee)



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S 
MESSAGE

Mr. Gideon Badagawa
Executive Director-PSFU

The Executive Director Mr. Gideon Badagawa 
with PSFU members presenting the Private 
Sector position on the NSSF Bill
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82%

Proposals 
taken up

I take this opportunity to welcome our 
esteemed members to this 23rd Annual 
General Meeting and thank you for your 
endurance and perseverance in taking forward 
your respective businesses. The turbulence in 
the business environment notwithstanding. I 
also congratulate Government on the efforts 
being put to stabilize the economy and the 
strides being undertaken to ensure market 
efficiency. Our challenge as private sector is in 
managing costs and ensuring optimal use of 
resources as these relate to transport, money, 
energy, labor etc, while understanding how to 
comply with regulations. As part of our advoca-
cy, we are working closely with government to 
ensure ease of compliance and institutional 
strengthening, and we invite all of you to 
backstop us in this regard.

Because of the strengthened Public 
Private Partnerships, the national 
budget is now influenced up to 82% by 
proposals coming from the private 
sector. I thank you members for this 
effort. Our challenge as a country now, 
is to ensure that these policies and 
legal frameworks that we institute are 
indeed implemented to support 
Business, Trade and Investments.

Working with our members, PSFU has presented 
positions on various bills such as the:

Finally, we continue to collaborate with our 
development partners in building and supporting 
Uganda’s private sector to compete and on behalf 
of our members, I lay our sincere appreciation to 
Government and the donor community. We are 
committed to work with every effort that commits 
to pursue private sector interest.

Gideon Badagawa
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In June this year, we successfully completed the 
implementation of our 2016-2019 Strategic 
Plan which largely focused on membership 
growth through training and enterprise support, 
policy dialogue and institutional restructuring at 
PSFU. During the 3 years we opened collabora-
tions and developed partnerships with various 
organizations. This effort has helped us ensure 
our businesses compete better in the very 
challenging and competitive markets. Additional-
ly, we have been able to involve our membership 
in influencing public policy (particularly the 
budget policy) through our sector working 
groups. I thank you for this commitment.

Budget

Government
Co-operation

NSSF Amendment bill
The Local Content bill
The National Graduate Scheme bill 
The cooperatives bill
The construction bill 
The coffee bill 

These bills among many others were 
presented to the Parliament. We will ensure 
these bills are out of parliament for the good 
of our businesses.



Corporate Services

PSFU SECRETARIAT KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS

There has been remarkable staff 
development through professional 
trainings, mentorship and counselling. 
This has greatly contributed to 
improved productivity and service 
delivery. In additional to career 
professional training, our staff have also 
been exposed to various mentorship 
programmes and peer learning both in 
the country and abroad. This has greatly 
contributed to higher staff motivation 
and hence low staff turnover.

Staff Development and Training

Inward & outward bound missions

Communications & Public Relations
One outward mission of the Private 
Sector Delegation to Kenya with 
H.E President of Uganda. Members 
also participated in Russia-Uganda 
and France Business forums. 
Tanzania- Uganda outward business 
forum was hosted in Tanzania.

Regional support to PSFU Members

2 trainings carried out one with 
EABC and ITC on export of products 
and the other with COMESA on Local 
Source Procurement (LSP) and focus 
on 
Horticulture.

During the COMESA source 21 in 
Nairobi, PSFU was represented and 
PSFU members’ products and services 
promoted.

EABC Secretary General visit to 
PSFU was very resourceful as it 
enabled the EABC Uganda Chapter 
members interact with him & team 
sharing insights into promoting 

a

PSFU has consistently engaged with 
members and all stakeholders through 
the weekly briefs; quarterly newsletters; 
website; email, messaging (PSFU 
Membership WhatsApp group) and 
social media. Information materials 
which include policy briefs; position 
papers & press briefs have been 
regularly developed and shared with 
members and our other stakeholders 
through the year. 

Private Sector Development

Membership development

During the year, the Private sector development 
team effectively delivered on the following 
engagements;

b

PSFU team pays courtsey 
visit to SHUMUK
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EAC Secretary General paid a 
courtsey visit to PSFU & met 
with the EABC Uganda 
Chapter members

The team carried out member 
visits to some members through 
the year as a courtesy call to 
check on their businesses & share 
insights on how to assist them 
further through our programmes. 
There are 04 new members who 
joined the PSFU Family.



Artistic impression of UHTTI

Capacity Building Unitc

Competitiveness and Enterprise 
Development Project (CEDP):

The $100m Competitiveness and Enterprise 
Development Project (CEDP) was a Govern-
ment of Uganda/World Bank funded project 
& ended the 5-years in June 2019. The project 
aimed at supporting reforms to improve the 
business environment in Uganda. The project 
was coordinated by PSFU with various 
Ministries and agencies of government taking 
part, including Ministry of Lands, Ministry of 
Tourism, UWA, URSB, HTTI and UTB.  The 
project aimed at enhancing enterprise
competitiveness by providing support for:
 
(i) the implementation of business environment 
reforms, including land administration reform; 
and
(ii) the development of priority productive and 
service sectors.

Partnership with UNDP on GBVFee based trainings

Private Sector Foundation of Uganda 
(PSFU) in partnership with the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
in Uganda and with funding from the EU 
Spotlight Initiative is supporting business-
es to foster innovation in the prevention 
of and response Violence Against 
Women & Girls.

Through the year, the unit organized a 
number of training for the members as 
well as the wider private sector in 
financial planning & management; 
procurement planning & taxation. Many 
of our members are participating in 
these trainings.

STATUS OF PROJECTS 
IMPLEMENTATION

a

Currently, various reforms are being undertaken 
including establishing the UBFC, the Electronic 
Document Management System at URSB (already 
it takes under 2 hrs to register a business, 
construction of the UHTTI in Jinja to enhance 
skills in the Tourism and hospitality industry 
(completion expected by May 2019), as well as 
land  administration reforms to improve land 
registration/titling and land searches. While there 
are still a number of challenges we face as a 
country, we want to appreciate GoU and the World 
Bank for the support in getting our business 
environment a lot better and more competitive. 
I also thank our secretariat for ably coordinating 
this project.

With the reforms so far posted in the financial 
sector, the taxation and licensing regimes, and the 
observed change in 
mind-set across the 
public sector, I am 
confident that Uganda 
shall be able to post a 
double digit positioning 
on the competitiveness 
index in the near future. 
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Participants group photo 
a�er participating in the 
Procurement training

Artistic impression of
One stop centre - UBFC



The Skills Development Facility (SDF)b

Business Uganda Development Scheme – Energy for Rural Transformation III c

The Skills Development Facility (SDF) supports 
short-term employer-led training and recognition of 
prior learning as well as increased access to 
internships for Technical and Vocational Education 
Training (TVET) students. The facility aims at 
addressing the prevailing skills imbalances and 
shortages in Uganda. 

An important element of the initiative is to facilitate 
collaboration between training providers and 
industry to promote demand driven skills develop-
ment with special attention to innovative modes of 
training. I am happy with the resounding response 
from the private sector to utilise this facility. 

Under the World Bank funded ERT II project, PSFU undertook an Energy Efficiency drive (Installation of 
Power Factor Equipment in private industries) that resulted in a total energy saving of 9.15 MVA (about 8.8 
MW) for the country.
During last year under the ERT III programme, PSFU focused on two main activities that included the 
management of the contract for feasibility studies of pico/micro hydro sites as well as build the institutional 
development for the Uganda Solar Energy Association (USEA), and implementation of its Strategic Plan. 
Todate, all the key staff have been recruited and the strategic plan implementation is underway.
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Some of the 
wiremen from 
Elgon Vocational 
Training Institute 
who participated 
in the ERT 
training initiative



This is one of the components under the 
Development Initiative of Northern Uganda 
(DINU) project implemented by United Nations 
Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) in 
partnership with Private Sector Foundation 
Uganda (PSFU) and Uganda Development Bank 
Limited (UDBL). START is a four year component 
under the DINU which is funded by the European 
Union.

START Facility will support development and 
financing of capital-intensive agricultural projects 
promoted by small and medium businesses that 
add value in storage and processing of agricultural 
produce in the following identified value chains; 
Cassava, coffee, soya, sesame, sorghum, rice, 

The Uganda Clean Cooking Supply 
Chain Expansion Project (UCCSCEP)  

Aims at expanding access to, and adopting 
cleaner and more efficient cooking solutions. 
The project is already;
• Supporting private sector efforts towards 
resolving the effects of climate change. 
• Helping to reduce in-house pollution and 
related burdens; 
• Reducing household consumption and 
expenditure for biomass cooking 
fuels. It also has a Distribution 
Challenge Fund (DCF) that 
aims to facilitate local and 
international stove manufactur-
ers and distributors, to manufac-
ture and distribute a minimum of 
200,000 improved cook stoves to 
rural areas. 

f

The Government of Uganda with funding from 
the African Development Bank is implementing 
the HEST Project aimed at skills enhancement 
and development of Business Incubation Centres 
in the six Public Universities and two degree 
awarding institutions to enable them improve 
the quality and relevance of higher education 
science and technology and contribute to job 
creation and self-employment. 

PSFU was contracted by Ministry of Education 
and Sports to offer technical support in setting 
up of the incubation centres. The technical 
support included working with each University to 
identify a unique idea and therea�er PSFU would 
support them to operationalise these ideas. 

By October 2019, the Makerere University 
Business Incubation and Innovation Centre had 
already been fully established and functional. 
The MUBS BIC is well equipped and has brought 
two ideas to successful commercialisation with 8 
direct jobs created. The remaining seven BICs are 
all partially functional with functionality ranging 
from 75% to 90%. PSFU is confident that a�er 
commissioning of machinery and equipment 
which is under installation all BICS will be fully 
functional.
 
All these are meant to support the growth of 
MSMEs through training, technology learning and 
application as well as market access including 
standards training.

ADB Higher Education, 
Science and Technology (HEST) 

e

Support to Agricultural Revitalization 
and Transformation Facility (START) d
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Hon. Frank Tumwebaze officially represented First Lady & Minister of Education 

& Sports at the launch of MUBS Incubation Centre
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